Seaford Park Primary School is proud to present our Pupil Of The Week

PREP A – Lily T - always doing her best and being a great listener.
PREP B - Kade J - singing along beautifully to all of our counting songs. Keep it up.
1/2A - Ava L - persisting and completing all writing tasks to a fantastic standard. Well Done!
1/2B - Amelia G - fantastically skip counting backwards by 5’s from different starting points.
2/3A - Carmela F - making a great effort making new friends and contributing to class.
3/A - Saffy R - being a very helpful member of the class. Keep it up.
5/6A - Sarah L - being a quiet, hard working pupil throughout the week.
P.E - Nethan A - making an excellent contribution in PE and having wonderful sportsmanship.
MUSIC - Olivia S - excellent explanation of what a conductor is. Well Done!
ART - Maddison C - producing beautiful artwork in and out of school. Well done Maddison.
SCIENCE - Amanda H - enjoying her time in the science room and having fun with our ‘magic milk’ experiment.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - Astral S - being a very brave girl.

PREP A – Declan D - trying so hard to improve cutting on the lines. Well Done!
PREP B - Ethan L - telling Miss Bennet all about his weekend and drawing a great picture in his diary.
1/2A - Bailey E - persisting with his maths activities, even when challenged. Well Done!
1/2B - Holly S - always leading by example in our classroom and trying her best at everything she does.
2/3A - Sam S - working so well with maths activities.
3/A - Jovelle P - being a happy and friendly member of the class. Great work!
5/6A - Sarah L - being a quiet, hard working pupil throughout the week.
MUSIC - Caspar G - his enthusiastic singing and participation in music.
ART - Jack T - trying extra hard, helping out and always being on his best behaviour. Well done Jack.
PRINCIPAL’S AWARD - Jenna L and Daniel S – assisting Preps on their first Friday Fitness.